Avantor Services

Lab and Production Services
Inventory Management

Expanding our
Inventory Manager
footprint
Research is the engine that drives discovery and innovation.
Scientists are most productive when they focus on what
they do best—science. Our inventory management services
and technology make sure you have the laboratory and
production supplies you need. To meet these needs, Avantor
has developed a virtual stockroom software, Inventory Manager,
and combined it with a vending machine for convenient on-site
product distribution and tracking
Device features
‒ A do not drop robotic elevator and transport belt gently
transport the product to the middle dispensing door
‒ Sensors that recognize maximum dispensing reliability for
product entering and exiting
‒ Customizable units of measure for dispensing
‒ Touch screen console with up to four product/display units
‒ Supports lab, safety, MRO, office or janitorial supplies
‒ Vertically mounted 22” (55,9cm) LDC touch screen
‒ Dispensing door is 7.75” (19,7cm) height x 22.5” (57,2cm) wide
with 9” (22,9cm) depth
Software features
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Activity-based notification and messaging system
Real-time inventory updates of inventory across all machines
Automatic reordering
Full suite of usage and operational reports
User ID/password-based
Departmental information tracking per user & per product

Dimensions in inches:
Single: 56 W x 79 H x 35” D
Double: 92 W x 79 H x 35“ D
Tripple: 128 W x 79 H x 35” D
Quad: 164 W x 79” H x 35” D

Dimensions in cm:
Single: 142 W x 199 H x 88,4 D
Double: 233,3 W x 199 H x 88,4 D
Tripple: 324,6 W x 199 H x 88,4 D
Quad: 415,9 W x 199 H x 88,4 D

Avantor Services

Vending Machine Options
Our vending machine offers a modular approach that offers
up to four product/display units combined with an easy-to-use
screen console.
‒ Each dispensing unit contains up to 6 adjustable floors with 9
lanes each
‒ Each floor/lane is configurable to maximize the product
content managed

Other Digital
Services available:
‒ CHEMICAL MANAGER
‒ EQUIPMENT MANAGER

Vending Machine

Description

Dimensions

Temp Control

Requirements

Single

Single storage area contains 6
adjustable floors with 9 lanes each

56W x 79H x 35”D (142W x 199H x 88,4D, cm)
Weight with 6 floors: 88 lbs. (40 kg)

Available with either ambient
or refrigerated chamber

Plug direct into power outlet
Hardwire access to intranet

Double

Two storage areas. Each
containing up to 6 adjustable
floors with 9 lanes each

92W x 79H x 35“D, inches, (233,3W x 199H x 88,4D, cm)
Refrigerated chambers may add 12 inches in height
to the device if both chambers are refrigerated

Available with ambient and
refrigerated chambers

Plug direct into power outlet
Hardwire access to intranet

Triple

Three storage areas, each
containing up to 6 adjustable
floors with 9 lanes each

128W x 79H x 35”D, inches, (324,6W x 199H x 88,4D, cm)
Refrigerated chambers may add 12 inches in height
to the device if both chambers are refrigerated

Available with ambient and
refrigerated chambers

Plug direct into power outlet
Hardwire access to intranet

Quad

Four storage areas, each
containing up to 6 adjustable
floors with 9 lanes each

164W x 79H x 35D, inches, (415,9W x 199H x 88,4D, cm)
Refrigerated chambers may add 12 inches in height
to the device if both chambers are refrigerated

Available with ambient and
refrigerated chambers

Plug direct into power outlet
Hardwire access to intranet

A cornerstone of Avantor Services value proposition is to
simplify stockroom and point-of-use inventory management
for lab and procurement managers. One of the ways we do
this is by continuing to develop, enhance, and implement
new technological solutions, including the vending machine
around the globe.
Our team will work with you to customize the Inventory Manager
vending machine based on your needs.
Connectivity
Inventory Manager is a cloud-based solution that is deployed on
our Inventory Manager vending machine. This machine requires
ahard-wired, fixed access to the site’s internet that does not
require sign-on or a password.

Avantor Services helps scientific
organizations solve complex challenges,
resulting in improved productivity,
increased efficiency, and
accelerated innovation.
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Visit vwr.com/avantor_services
or email services@avantorsciences.com
for more information.

